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Large zero bias peaks and dips in a four-terminal thin InAs-Al nanowire device
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We report electron transport studies of a thin InAs-Al hybrid semiconductor-superconductor nanowire device
using a four-terminal design. Compared to previous studies, thinner InAs nanowire (diameter less than 40 nm) is
expected to reach fewer subband regime. The four-terminal device design excludes electrode contact resistance,
an unknown value, which has inevitably affected previously reported device conductance. Using tunneling
spectroscopy, we find large zero bias peaks (ZBPs) in differential conductance on the order of 2e2/h. At specific
gate voltage settings, we find a magnetic-field-driven transition between a zero bias peak and a zero bias dip
while the zero-bias conductance sticks close to 2e2/h. We discuss a topologically trivial interpretation involving
disorder, smooth potential variation and quasi-Majorana zero modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The decade-long hunting of Majorana zero modes (MZMs)
[1,2] in hybrid semiconductor-superconductor nanowires is
guided by a simple and elegant theory in 2010 [3,4]. This
theory requires four basic ingredients: a one-dimensional
electron system, strong spin-orbit interaction, s-wave su-
perconducting pairing, and Zeeman energy. InAs and InSb
semiconductor nanowires coupled to a superconductor are
the most exhaustively studied material systems to engineer
these four ingredients into a single device, aiming for the
realization of MZMs [5,6]. Indeed, every single ingredient
could be directly or indirectly probed by electron transport
experiments and thus confirmed to be present in those devices.
For example, (quasi-) one dimensionality could be revealed
by the observation of quantum point contact (QPC)-like
quantized conductance plateaus [7,8], a hallmark of ballistic
one dimensional electron system; induced superconductivity
could be probed by tunneling conductance, which resolves
a hard induced superconducting gap [9–11]; Zeeman en-
ergy is related to various estimations of effective g factors
[12,13]; spin-orbit coupling could be indirectly probed by
anti-crossings of Andreev levels as well as the anisotropic
closing of the superconducting gap for different magnetic field
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directions [13,14]. Majorana theory further predicts a quan-
tized tunneling zero-bias conductance peak [15–18]. Initial
experiments have measured various zero bias peaks (ZBPs)
in hybrid nanowires but with a small peak height [19–23].
These first-generation experiments have suffered from finite
subgap tunneling conductance, the soft gap problem. The-
ory later suggested that the soft gap is due to disorder at
the superconductor-semiconductor interface, which leads to
spatially nonuniform couplings [24]. In the following years,
much experimental efforts have focused on the optimization
of material growth and device control, trying to minimize the
disorder level at those interfaces [25]. Indeed, epitaxial growth
of superconductors on semiconductor nanowires show a hard
induced superconducting gap and cleaner ZBPs [26]. Later on,
large ZBPs with peak height reaching the order of 2e2/h was
also observed [27–29]. However, ZBPs with height robustly
sticking to the quantized value by varying both magnetic field
and gate voltages, as predicted by MZM theory, have not been
demonstrated yet.

Meanwhile, new theory developments have introduced the
concept of quasi-Majorana zero modes (quasi-MZM) [30,31],
a type of zero-energy Andreev bound states (ABS) [32–36]
with a topologically trivial origin. The key idea is that every
ABS could be mathematically decomposed into two quasi-
MZMs. In some regimes with disorder or smooth potential
variation [32,37,38], the tunneling probe only couples to the
first quasi-MZM. The second quasi-MZM, while partially
overlapping with the first one in space (thus topologically
trivial), has negligible coupling to the first one due to oppo-
site spin. Therefore, with only one quasi-MZM contributing
to tunneling, ZBPs can be quantized, mimicking topological
MZMs.

On the device part, previous ZBP experiments used two-
terminal device designs where the electrode contact resistance
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remains unknown. This unknown resistance introduces a
systematic uncertainty, and if used as a fitting parameter,
nonquantized ZBPs could be fitted to the quantized value [39].
Improving device fabrication for lower contact resistance
could reduce this uncertainty to some extent. For example,
one could estimate the upper bound of this resistance based
on QPC plateaus in ballistic devices, or properties of the
superconducting gap, which should remain as a constant by
varying the tunnel barrier height [28]. If the contact resistance
is under- or overestimated, the gap size, extracted from bias
voltage, would vary after subtracting the bias drop shared by
this inaccurate contact resistance. In addition, if the contact
resistance is not an unknown constant but depends on bias,
gate voltage or magnetic field, the ZBP height and shape will
be affected in a more complex way. To solve these uncertainty
problems, here we use a four-terminal device design for ZBP
experiments aiming for quantized ZBPs.

Another improvement compared to previous papers is the
InAs nanowire diameter, which is ∼40 nm or below, much
thinner than those commonly used in literature (typically
∼100 nm). The motivation is twofold. First, the simplest
MZM model assumes a one-dimensional electron system, i.e.,
single subband occupation. However, previous InAs/InSb de-
vices likely have multiple subbands occupied in the nanowire
region underneath the superconductor. The top subband,
which hosts MZMs, usually has a much smaller coupling to
the normal probe than the lower subbands due to smooth
barrier potential [40]. This small tunnel coupling of MZM
leads to a narrow ZBP whose quantized height (at zero tem-
perature) could easily be destroyed by thermal averaging [41].
Therefore, fewer or ultimately single subband occupation is
preferred for observing quantized ZBPs. To reach this regime,
we reduce the wire diameter by growth. Though occupation
number can not be directly probed, a lower number of occu-
pied subbands is expected due to the small diameter, which
is already comparable to InAs band bending size [42], and
thus enhancing the subband energy spacing. The second mo-
tivation is material quality. Thick InAs nanowires (diameter
larger than 50 nm) often exhibit randomly distributed twin
defects and stacking faults [43–45], uncontrolled sources of
disorder. Since disorder is currently the biggest obstacle in
Majorana devices [46–48], thinner InAs nanowires with pure-
phase crystal structure could suppress this type of disorder. We
do note that other disorder sources, e.g., InAs/Al surface ox-
ides and gate/dielectric imperfections, are still present, which
remains as a future task.

II. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows a scanning electron micrograph (SEM)
of the InAs-Al nanowire device. Growth details can be found
in Ref. [49]. N1, N2 and S1, S2 label the four contact
electrodes on the normal part of the nanowire and the super-
conducting part, respectively. The upper side gate is labeled as
TG (tunnel gate) for tunnel barrier tuning. The lower side gate
and global back gate are labeled as SG and BG, respectively.

Figure 1(b) shows the device schematic with dimensions
labeled together with a brief measurement circuit (see Fig. 10
in Appendix for details). A DC bias voltage and a small AC
lock-in excitation are first summed and then applied together

FIG. 1. (a) False-color SEM of the device. Four normal elec-
trodes (N1, N2, S1, and S2) and two side gates (TG and SG) are
Ti/Au (5/70 nm). The InAs nanowire (gray) is partially covered by
a thin Al shell (pink, thickness ∼7 nm). Part of the Al shell was wet
etched for contacts and tunnel barrier. (b) Device and measurement
circuit schematic, with dimensions (not in scale) labeled. The sub-
strate (brown) is p+ Si covered by 300-nm-thick SiO2 (blue), acting
as a global back gate (BG). (c) dI/dV vs bias voltage V and tunnel
gate voltage VTG at zero magnetic field. VBG = −2.251 V. [(d),(e)]
Vertical line-cut from (c) (black bar) in linear (d) and logarithmic
scale (e).

to the N1 contact. The resulting current is drained from the S1
contact and measured through a preamplifier, as I and dI . The
voltage drop between N2 and S2 is measured using a voltage
meter and another lock-in (synchronized with the first one) to
get V and dV . Therefore, the differential conductance dI/dV
can be directly calculated without subtracting any series re-
sistance (e.g., fridge filters or contacts) as was done before
for two-terminal designs. In addition, the bias V can also be
directly measured without subtracting the bias drop over series
resistance as in the two-terminal case.

Figure 1(c) shows dI/dV as a function of V and VTG,
resolving a hard induced superconducting gap in the tunneling
regime [Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)] where the outside-gap conduc-
tance is much smaller than 2e2/h. The gap size is ∼0.27 meV.
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FIG. 2. (a) dI/dV vs V and B at fixed VTG and VBG (see labeling). B is aligned with the nanowire axis for all measurements. (b) Extracted
zero-bias (upper panel) and outside-gap conductance GN (lower panel). Blue and red backgrounds in the lower panel mark the B ranges of zero
bias dip (ZBD) and ZBP. Blue and red lines in the upper panel mark the B range where the conductance is close to 2e2/h. The full width at half
maximums (FWHM) of ZBPs are shown as red crosses. (c) dI/dV line-cuts from 0.48 T to 1.06 T, resolving a transition from ZBD (blue) to
ZBP (red) near 2e2/h. (d) ZBP line-cuts (red) at 0.9, 1, and 1.24 T, together with Lorentzian line shapes (gray) assuming a thermal broadening
of 50 mK. Vertical-red-dashed lines mark the bias positions of “half maximum”. (e) Several dI/dV line-cuts (B labeled).

Fridge base temperature is ∼20 mK for all measurements. The
gap remains hard at finite magnetic field B before its closing,
see Fig. 11 in Appendix, for B dependence and more gate
scans. The super gate (SG) is not well functional (see Fig. 12
in Appendix for details), thus fixed at 0 V for all measure-
ments unless specified. The hard gap resolved by tunneling
conductance in the gate-B parameter space (where large ZBPs
are observed) is an important prerequisite for the search of
quantized ZBPs: in soft gap devices [39], Majorana ZBPs
are not expected to be quantized due to severe dissipation
broadening [50]. Although no quantum dots are revealed in
Fig. 1(c), dots or multiple dots can easily form at other gate
voltage settings as will be shown later.

Next we apply B to search for possible MZM signatures
at different gate voltages (see Fig. 13 in Appendix, unsuc-
cessful searches). B direction is aligned with the nanowire
axis throughout the measurement to minimize orbital effect
of the Al film. Thinner nanowires are preferred for B rotation
experiments [51]. Figure 2(a) shows a B-scan example at a
particular gate voltage setting (labeled in the figure) with the
zero-bias line-cut and GN shown in Fig. 2(b). As B increases,
two broad levels detach from the gap edges and merge at zero
energy at ∼0.5 T. They first form a zero bias dip (ZBD), which
later on evolves into a ZBP. The zero-bias conductance, during

this dip-to-peak transition (from 0.48 T to 1.06 T), sticks close
to 2e2/h. The mean value of the zero-bias conductance within
this B range of 0.58 T [blue and red lines in Fig. 2(b)], is 0.98
with a standard deviation of 0.02, both in unit of 2e2/h. All
the dI/dV line-cuts within this B range are shown in Fig. 2(c)
(blue for ZBDs and red for ZBPs). The smooth ZBD-ZBP
crossover in B scan where the zero-bias conductance sticks
close to 2e2/h is a new observation of this paper.

For B higher than 1.06 T, the ZBP-height quickly decreases
away from 2e2/h, and finally the peak splits (line-cuts shown
in Fig. 14 in Appendix). The lower panel of Fig. 2(b) marks
the full B range of ZBP with a red background, where its
difference with the red line in the upper panel indicates the
B range of ZBP whose height significantly decreases away
from 2e2/h. Figure 2(d) shows three ZBP line-cuts with the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) indicated by the red-
dashed lines. FWHM is extracted by the bias V where dI/dV
is half of its zero-bias conductance. For some cases [e.g.,
0.9 T in Fig. 2(d)], the background conductance in the positive
bias region is larger than the “half maximum”. FWHM is
then taken by doubling the |V | found in the negative bias
region. If the background conductance is larger than the “half
maximum” for the entire bias range, then no FWHM is ex-
tracted. The gray lines are calculated Lorentzian line shapes
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FIG. 3. Numerical simulation. (a) Nanowire schematic (upper),
potential landscape (middle) and two quasi-MZM wavefunctions
at Vz = 1.3 meV (lower). (b) Energy spectrum. (c) dI/dV of the
energy spectrum (middle), zero energy (bias) line-cut (lower), and Vz-
dependent barrier height Vb (upper). (d) Line-cuts from (c), quantized
ZBD-ZBP transition.

of G0/(1 + (eV/�)2) after assuming a thermal broadening of
50 mK, showing a rough match with the ZBPs. G0 is the zero-
bias conductance while 2�/e the extracted FWHM, shown as
red crosses in Fig. 2(b).

The blue line in Fig. 2(b) indicates the B range of ZBD
with zero-bias conductance sticking close to 2e2/h. We note
that line-cuts at lower B (e.g., 0 T) also have line-shapes of
“ZBD”. This dip, a suppression by the superconducting gap,
is however different from the ZBDs we quoted in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c), a result of two merging levels.

The outside-gap conductance GN shows a decreasing trend
in Fig. 2(b), suggesting a B-dependent barrier height since GN

is proportional to the barrier transmission. However, our GN is
extracted by averaging the conductance for the most positive
and negative bias voltages available from the data. The avail-
able bias range [the color map edge in Fig. 2(a)] is not too
far away from the gap edge, leading to an overestimation of
GN , especially at lower B. For a more accurate estimation, we
use ZBP-width as the indicator of barrier transmission in the
B range with no obvious peak splitting. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c),
the FWHM decreases as increasing B (from 0.86 T to 1.06 T),
indicating that the barrier height (transmission) possibly in-
creases (decreases). Within this B range, the ZBP-width varies
by ∼ 50%, much larger than the variation of ZBP-height:
∼ 5% near 2e2/h. The relative variation of ZBP-height near
2e2/h being significantly smaller than the relative variation
of ZBP-width was used before to argue for a quantized ZBP
[28]. For higher B, the FWHM starts to increase while the

FIG. 4. (a) dI/dV vs V and B at a different VTG and VBG (see labeling) with the zero-bias line-cut, extracted GN and FWHM (red crosses)
shown in the lower panels. The right y axis (red) is for FWHM in unit of mV. (b) Line-cuts of ZBD and ZBP near 2e2/h with the B ranges
labeled. [(c),(d)] and [(e),(f)] same with [(a),(b)] but different in gate voltage settings (labeled). [(g),(h),(i)] Three more B scans with maximum
ZBP heights (g) close to, (h) above, and (i) below 2e2/h (gate voltages labeled). Lower panels show zero-bias line-cuts. In (g), the ZBP first
splits, then merges back at B ∼ 2 T.
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FIG. 5. (a) dI/dV vs VBG and B (left panel) with V = 0, VTG = −3.544 V. Right panel: Replot of the left panel using three colors: white,
cyan, and red for conductance less than 0.9 × 2e2/h, larger than 1.1 × 2e2/h and in between. (b) Upper (lower) panel, two horizontal (vertical)
line-cuts from (a), indicated by the green (orange) dashed lines, see labeling for VBG (B). (c) Upper panel, bias dependence of the black curve
in the upper panel of (b). Middle panel, zero-bias line-cut. Lower panel, vertical line-cuts at 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15 T, respectively. (d) dI/dV vs
VTG and B (left panel) with V = 0, VBG = −2.198 V. Right panel, three-color replot. (e) Upper (lower) panel, two horizontal (vertical) line-cuts
from (d), indicated by the green (orange) dashed lines, see labeling VTG (B). (f) Horizontal line-cut from (d) at VTG = −3.588 V. (g) dI/dV
line-cuts [from Fig. 6(d), the leftmost part] near the VTG setting of (f) at B = 1 T.

ZBP height shows a continuous decrease. Both are likely due
to peak splitting, which becomes visible where the splitting
is large enough to be resolved, e.g., see the 1.6 T line-cut in
Fig. 2(e).

MZM theory predicts a quantized zero-bias conductance
at zero temperature. Whether this resolves a ZBP or ZBD
depends on the barrier height. For a high barrier (therefore
low transmission, tunneling regime), the subgap conductance
is suppressed and a quantized ZBP can be resolved. For a
low barrier with high total transmission (e.g., more than one
subband occupation in the barrier), the subgap conductance
can be enhanced due to Andreev reflection and exceeds 2e2/h.
Meanwhile, the zero-bias conductance, due to spin-filtering
of MZMs, still stays at 2e2/h and a quantized ZBD can be
resolved [18,31,52]. Theory has proposed using the quantized
ZBP-ZBD transition, enabled by lowering the barrier height,
as an experimental tool to exclude a case of quasi-MZMs
from topological MZMs [31,52]. In realistic situations, exact
MZM quantization is not expected due to finite temperature
and wire length. For a quantized ZBP with FWHM of 0.1
mV, thermal broadening of 50 mK can already decrease the
peak height by ∼ 2% of 2e2/h. This height will decrease
more for narrower ZBPs. To minimize temperature effect,
searching for quantized MZM peak requires a large peak

width, thus large barrier transmission (high GN ). In fact, GN

of the ZBPs in Fig. 2(c) is close to 2e2/h, suggesting that
the barrier is in open regime (instead of tunneling) with more
than one spin-resolved subband occupied. In this open regime,
the subgap conductance is finite due to Andreev reflection
[53], resulting in a sizable background conductance for the
ZBPs. This finite (Andreev) subgap conductance, superficially
similar to a soft gap, does not “hurt” the quantized height of
MZM peak [54], different from the true soft gap case, which
destroys the quantization due to dissipation broadening [50].
To confirm its “hard gap” nature, we tune VTG into tunneling
regime where dI/dV indeed resolves a hard gap at zero B
[Fig. 1(c)] and finite B (Fig. 11) for VBG = −2.251 V, same
with the VBG value in Fig. 2. Overall, our ZBP is large and
different from the ZBPs with small net height [39] because 1)
the zero-bias conductance is close to 2e2/h, and 2) the ZBP’s
net height (above background) is also large and can exceed
e2/h. Another non-negligible effect in realistic devices is the
finite wire length. In fact, our device has a relatively short
length ∼658 nm for the superconducting part [Fig. 1(b)]. As a
result, MZMs could easily overlap, which can further degrade
the quantization quality [55].

The discussion above serves as a background introduction
and by no means suggests our observation as topological
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FIG. 6. (a) dI/dV vs VBG and VTG at V = 0. B = 0 T. Lower panel, horizontal line-cut at VBG = −2.198 V. (b) Same with (a) except that
B = 1 T. (c) Bias dependence of the line-cut in (a). Lower panel, zero-bias line-cut. (d) Same with (b) except that B = 1 T. (e) Several vertical
line-cuts from (c) (labeled with colored arrows) showing no obvious ZBPs. (f) Line-cuts from (d) with VTG ranges labeled. For clarity, three
panels and colors are used.

MZMs. In Fig. 3 we study an alternative explanation involv-
ing quasi-MZMs, solely for a qualitative illustration purpose
rather than quantitative comparisons since many experimental
parameters are unknown. Considering the nanowire tapering,
we assume a tilted potential landscape shown in Fig. 3(a)
(black curve). We note this is not the only possible landscape,
e.g., Fig. 15 in Appendix shows another case (triangle), which
gives similar results. Figure 3(b) shows the energy spectrum
where the zero-energy state at finite Zeeman energy Vz is a
pair of quasi-MZMs. Figure 3(a) plots the wavefunctions of
these two quasi-MZMs (red γ1 and blue γ2), located where
the chemical potential crosses the Zeeman split potential land-
scapes (red and blue lines). Although γ1 and γ2 are spatially
separated, they are not at the wire ends, thus topologically
trivial. Due to the separation, γ1 has a much stronger coupling
(�1) to the probe than γ2 (�2, almost negligible), leading
to quantized conductance as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
For dI/dV calculation, we assume a very narrow and high
barrier [vertical black line in Fig. 3(a)]. We further assume
that the barrier height is Vz dependent [Fig. 3(c) upper]:
slightly decreases first, then increases, trying to capture the
B-dependent FWHM of ZBPs and the gap shape at 0 T in
Fig. 2. The physics mechanism of this assumption is not fully
clear and might possibly be related to B-induced suppression
of Andreev reflection or shifting of dot levels, both affecting
the barrier transmission. With this barrier assumption, we find
the numerical simulation [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] qualitatively

consistent with our observation of dip-to-peak transition near
2e2/h. The peak splitting at higher B is not revealed in the
simulation possibly due to the difference of the critical field
of the bulk gap between the experiment and the theory model.

We note the interpretation above is not exclusive, e.g.,
landscapes with various disorder, which have been extensively
studied before [46] can not be ruled out at this stage.

Figures 4(a)–4(f) show similar B scans at three different
gate voltage settings where the zero-bias conductance stays
close to 2e2/h, persisting over sizable B ranges: 0.54 T, 0.55 T,
and 0.56 T, respectively. The mean and standard deviation
of zero-bias conductance within these B ranges are, 0.95 ±
0.02, 1.01 ± 0.04, and 1.02 ± 0.04, respectively (all in unit
of 2e2/h). The blue and red line-cuts indicate the large ZBDs
and ZBPs close to 2e2/h. The relative variation of ZBP-width
for the red line-cuts in Figs. 4(d)–4(f) is significantly larger
than the relative variation of ZBP-height near 2e2/h, similar
to Fig. 2 [Fig. 4(b) has too few data points to conclude].
For higher B, the ZBP height decreases away from 2e2/h,
accompanied by an increase of FWHM in roughly similar B
ranges [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(e)], possibly due to peak splitting.
See Fig. 14 for line-cuts.

In Fig. 2 and Figs. 4(a)–4(f), we have shown smooth ZBD-
ZBP transitions near 2e2/h with small fluctuations, forming
“plateau-like” features. Based on measurements performed so
far, we have not observed similar behavior at other values
significantly different from 2e2/h. This possibility, however,
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could not be completely excluded since we did not (also can
not) exhaust the entire (V , B, VTG, VBG) multidimensional
parameter space.

In Figs. 4(g), 4(h), and 4(i), we show three more B scans
where the maximum ZBP heights are (g) close to, (h) above,
and (i) below 2e2/h. We note that there is no clear boundary
between Figs. 4(g)–4(i) and the plateau-like features. Instead,
we expect a smooth crossover between these behaviors tuned
by gate voltages. For example, if the zero-bias conductance
in Fig. 4(i) [Fig. 4(c)] was higher and more (less) flat by
tuning gate, it may evolve to Fig. 2 [Fig. 4(h)]. If the B
range in Fig. 4(e) was narrower, it may evolve to Fig. 4(g).
Although this smooth transition may be expected in quasi-
MZMs: tuning gate voltages or B may affect �2 and EM

(coupling between γ1 and γ2), which cause deviations from
2e2/h, below or above, both possible [29,31]. The ZBPs ex-
ceeding 2e2/h at many different gate voltages also strongly
suggest the presence of disorder [56] whose detailed simula-
tion is beyond the scope of this paper. For a full overview, we
show ten more B scans in Fig. 16 in Appendix.

Next we study B scans at V = 0, see Figs. 5(a) and 5(d),
the zero-bias conductance map as a function of B and VBG

[Fig. 5(a)] or VTG [Fig. 5(d)]. Right panels are replots using
only three colors to highlight the conductance regions (red)
close to 2e2/h within ±10% variation. We note that this range
of 10% is subjective: smaller variations surely lead to smaller
areas of “red islands” in three-color replots. The red curves in
Figs. 5(b) and 5(e) are horizontal and vertical line-cuts across
the red islands, resolving plateau-like features. The B scan
plateaus have gate voltage settings close to Figs. 4(a) and 4(e)
whose zero-bias line-cuts show similar match. The VBG scan
plateau at 0.84 T (lower panel b) is resolved as large ZBPs in
further bias scan at a lower B (0.8 T) and slightly different VTG

[Fig. 8(d)]. The VTG scan at 0.98 T (lower panel e) shows siz-
able fluctuations near 2e2/h. Further bias dependence of this
curve at similar B (1 T) also resolves large ZBPs [Fig. 6(d)].
For comparisons, the black curves in Figs. 5(b) and 5(e) are
line-cuts not passing through the red islands. See Fig. 17 in
Appendix for more line-cuts of Figs. 5(a) and 5(d).

The zero bias maps only serve as a guidance in ZBP search-
ing but does not guarantee “it is a ZBP when sweeping bias”.
For example, the two black curves in Fig. 5(b) show a “peak”
above 2e2/h in B- and VBG scans, corresponding to the cyan
region in the lower left part of Fig. 5(a) (right panel). This
peak turns out not being a ZBP in further bias scan as shown in
Fig. 5(c). Another example is shown in Fig. 5(f), a horizontal
line-cut from Fig. 5(d), resolving a plateau feature in B scan
at a nonquantized value of ∼0.3 × 2e2/h. Further bias scan
[Fig. 5(g)] on this plateau reveals split peaks instead of ZBPs
[line-cuts taken from Fig. 6(d)].

Now we fix B and study the gate dependence of the large
ZBPs. Figure 6(a) shows the zero-bias conductance map as a
function of VBG and VTG at B = 0 T. We note the VBG values
and VTG values for the B scans of ZBPs, i.e., Fig. 2, Fig. 4, and
Fig. 16 (except for the two lower-right panels), are all within
the scanned VBG range and VTG range as shown in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b). The several “red-line” features are likely due to
states of unintentional quantum dots formed near the barrier.
A horizontal line-cut (lower panel) resolves these dot states
or levels as peaks in VTG scan. Figure 6(c) further shows the

FIG. 7. (a) Three-color replot of Fig. 6(b), highlighting the con-
ductance region near 2e2/h (red) with ±10% variation. (b) VTG scan
at B = 1 T, corresponding to the green-dashed-horizontal line-cut in
(a), outside the red islands. Lower panel, zero-bias line-cut. (c) VBG

scan at B = 1 T, corresponding to the orange-dashed-vertical line-
cut in (a). Lower panel, zero-bias line-cut (black) from the upper
panel together with the vertical-dashed line-cut from (a) (orange),
matching qualitatively. (d) dI/dV line-cuts from (c) within the VBG

range from –2.225 V to –2.099 V. Split peaks (VBG labeled) and
neighboring line-cuts are shown in blue for clarity.

bias dependence of this line-cut where these dot states do not
reveal clear and robust ZBPs [see line-cuts in Fig. 6(e)]. At
B = 1 T, in addition to the dot states as a background, con-
tinuous red islands of conductance near 2e2/h are observed,
see Fig. 6(b) whose VBG range and VTG range are almost the
same as Fig. 6(a). Bias scan across this “island” resolves large
ZBPs whose height oscillates around 2e2/h [Fig. 6(d)], ac-
companied by peak splittings. Line-cuts of the ZBPs and split
peaks are shown in Fig. 6(f) with corresponding VTG ranges
labeled. We note that Figs. 6(b) and 6(d) were measured under
nominally the same gate voltage settings (VTG range slightly
different) with Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) but at 1 T. In addition,
the lower panels of Figs. 6(a)–6(d) (zero-bias line-cuts) were
measured at the same VBG value. Therefore, comparing these
four line-cuts allows to identify the sharp “jump-like” features
and to what extent they can be reproduced upon remeasuring.
For example, most of the oscillating features near 2e2/h in the
lower panel of Fig. 6(d) are reproducible based on the com-
parison with the lower panel of Fig. 6(b) where matches can
be found. These features, despite being reminiscent of charge
jumps, are reproducible sharp resonances (possibly dot levels)
tuned by gate voltages. The left most “jump” in Fig. 6(d)
(VTG ∼ -3.57 V) is a nonreproducible charge jump, which is
absent in Fig. 6(b). Intuitively, one would expect that VTG only
tunes the barrier height thus a VTG-driven ZBP-ZBD transition
near 2e2/h. This is not observed in Fig. 6(d). A possible reason
is that VTG also strongly tunes the dot states, which disturb
the zero-energy states. Reducing disorder-induced dot states
is our future goal.
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FIG. 8. [(a),(b),(c)] dI/dV at zero bias as a function of VBG and VTG at B = 0.95 T, 0.9 T, and 0.8 T, respectively. Right panels, three-color
re-plots. (d) VBG scan at 0.8 T with VTG = −3.51 V, corresponding to the orange dashed line-cut in (c). Lower panel, zero-bias line-cut. (e)
dI/dV line-cuts from (d), showing the back-and-forth oscillations between ZBP and split peaks (VBG labeled). (f) VTG scan at 0.8 T with
VBG = −2.08 V, corresponding to the green-dashed line-cut in (c). Middle panel, zero-bias line-cut (red and blue for ZBP and ZBD regions).
Lower panel, GN: the average of conductance at the most positive and negative bias available in the data. Red and blue curves are two vertical
line-cuts from the upper panel (labeled by the corresponding color bars), resolving a ZBP and a ZBD near 2e2/h [horizontal (V ) axis not
shown].

Figure 7(a) shows the three-color replot of Fig. 6(b), high-
lighting the red islands as regions close to 2e2/h. In Fig. 6(d)
we have studied a horizontal line-cut across the red islands,
showing large ZBPs. For comparison, Fig. 7(b) shows bias
dependence of a horizontal line-cut outside the red islands
[green-dashed line in Fig. 7(a)]. No clear and robust ZBPs
are observed [occasionally there are nonrobust ZBPs due to
sharp level crossing like Figs. 13(b) and 13(c)]. Next, in
Fig. 7(c), we study a vertical line-cut across the red islands
[orange-dashed line in Fig. 7(a)] where the bias dependence
also resolves large ZBPs. These large ZBPs show a plateau-
like feature near 2e2/h in zero-bias conductance (lower panel)
for VBG from –2.225 V to –2.099 V. All the dI/dV line-cuts
within this quoted VBG range are shown in Fig. 7(d) (split
peaks and their neighboring line-cuts in blue for clarity). The
mean and standard deviation of the zero-bias conductance
for these line-cuts (including the split peaks) in Fig. 7(d)
is 0.95 ± 0.07 in unit of 2e2/h. The split peaks may be
due to non-negligible coupling (EM) between quasi-MZMs
at that particular gate voltage setting. For lower VBG values
(∼ –2.25 V), the ZBP-height significantly exceeds 2e2/h
(maximally ∼ 1.2 × 2e2/h), possibly due to non-negligible
coupling of the second quasi-MZM to the barrier (�2) enabled

by smooth potential variation or purely a disorder effect [56].
See Fig. 18 in Appendix for more VBG- and VTG scans of the
large ZBPs at this field of 1 T and Fig. 19 in Appendix more
line-cuts from Fig. 6(b).

After the extensive gate scans at B = 1 T, we now tune B
to other values of 0.95 T, 0.9 T, and 0.8 T, respectively, as
shown in Figs. 8(a)–8(c). The right panels are the three-color
replots with red islands highlighting regions close to 2e2/h.
Comparing Figs. 8(a)–8(c) with Fig. 6(b), we can find matches
for the main features (dot states or resonances) with minor
overall gate voltage drifts, possibly due to small charge jumps
happened between those measurements, which reset/shift the
overall gate voltage. Figure 8(d) shows bias dependence for
a vertical line-cut across the red islands in Fig. 8(c) (orange-
dashed line), resolving large ZBPs and split peaks near 2e2/h.
The zero-bias conductance of these ZBPs and split peaks form
a plateau-like feature with conductance fluctuating around
2e2/h for VBG between –2.238 V and –2.046 V. The mean and
standard deviation of the zero-bias conductance within this
VBG range, including both ZBPs and split peaks, is 1.00 ± 0.08
in unit of 2e2/h. Figure 8(e) shows several dI/dV line-traces
(with VBG values labeled) from Fig. 8(d), illustrating the back-
and-forth oscillating behavior for ZBPs vs splitting peaks.
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FIG. 9. (a) dI/dV vs VBG and VTG at B = 0.85 T with V = 0.
Right panel, three-color replot. (b) dI/dV vs V by sweeping VTG and
VBG simultaneously [following the blue-dashed line in (a)]. Lower
panel, zero-bias line-cut (black) and the blue-dashed line-cut (blue)
from (a). (c) Line-cuts from (b) within the VTG range from –3.446 V
to –2.963 V (see labeling). For clarity, only one third of the line-cuts
are plotted (one for every three neighboring curves).

Figure 8(f) shows a VTG scan of the ZBPs, corresponding
to a horizontal line-cut from Fig. 8(c) (green-dashed line).
The red and blue colors indicate the B ranges for ZBPs and
ZBDs, which alternate for a total VTG range from –3.642 V to
–3.342 V. Within this range, the mean and standard deviation
of zero-bias conductance is 1.06 ± 0.09 in unit of 2e2/h. The
transitions between ZBP and ZBD regions are accompanied
by sharp and reproducible resonances, possibly due to dot
levels crossing zero energy. These dot levels, tuned by gate
voltages, also interfere with the zero-bias conductance, caus-
ing sizable deviations/fluctuations from/around 2e2/h. All the
dI/dV line-cuts within the VBG and VTG ranges mentioned
above can be found in Fig. 20 in Appendix. For more vertical
and horizontal line-cuts at 0.8 T [Fig. 8(c)] as well as 1.0 T
[Fig. 6(b)], see Fig. 19 in Appendix.

So far, we have presented several quantized plateau-like
features for the zero-bias conductance in B scan [Fig. 2,
Figs. 4(a)–4(f)] and gate voltage scans [Fig. 7(c), Fig. 8(d)],
as well as several other nonplateau scans at different B and
gate voltage settings. These plateau-like features have notice-
able fluctuations: some smaller and some larger, but generally
within ±10% variation of the quantized value. Although
perfect quantization of MZM is also not expected in real-
istic devices with finite temperature and short wire length
as discussed before, we believe there is still much room for
improvement regarding the flatness and accuracy of plateaus
based on our current data quality. We further note that plateau-
like features and nonplateau features are not “black vs white”
with clear and sharp boundaries, as was partially discussed
before in Fig. 4. For example, our VTG scans [Fig. 6(d),

Fig. 8(f)] in general show larger fluctuation amplitudes, which
probably can not be identified as plateau like. But they do
show large ZBPs oscillating around 2e2/h, different from
those nonplateau features: Figure 7(b) with no robust ZBPs
and Figs. 13(b) and 13(c) with small ZBPs due to sharp
level crossings (thus nonrobust). Therefore, these VTG scans
[Fig. 6(d), Fig. 8(f)] can be treated as intermediate cases or
transitions between plateau-like and nonplateau features. With
future device optimization, e.g., reducing disorder, these fea-
tures may develop into plateau-like or plateau features [48].

Finally, we show a gate scan at B = 0.85 T where we find
ZBDs as the dominating feature. Figure 9(a) shows the zero-
bias conductance map as a function of VBG and VTG. We notice
a significant charge jump between the measurement of Fig. 9
and the rest majority of the data (Fig. 2 to Fig. 8). As a result,
the main features (dot states) of the zero bias map at different
fields [Fig. 6(b) and Figs. 8(a)–8(c)] do not show clear match
with Fig. 9(a). Therefore, the data set of Fig. 9 is isolated
and can not be compared directly with the rest (Fig. 2 to
Fig. 8). Nevertheless, we can still resolve red islands as shown
in the right panel. The blue-dashed line (tuning VBG and VTG

simultaneously) marks a fine-tuned cut passing through the
red islands, which resolves a plateau-like feature around 2e2/h
for VTG from –3.323 V to –2.963 V, as shown in Fig. 9(b).
The mean and standard deviation of the zero-bias conductance
within this gate range is 1.05 ± 0.06 in unit of 2e2/h. dI/dV
line-cuts [Fig. 9(c)] within the plateau-like region resolve zero
bias dips (ZBD) with no clear and robust ZBPs. For quantized
ZBDs due to quasi-MZMs or MZMs, thermal averaging effect
at finite temperature tends to increase the zero-bias conduc-
tance above 2e2/h, contrary to the case of quantized ZBPs.
We further note the small quasiperiodic oscillations for gate
sweeps in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(a). Occasionally, they resolve
diamond-like shapes in bias versus gate scan as shown in
Fig. 9(b) with a diamond size of ∼0.2 mV or smaller, similar
to Coulomb blockades. These small quasiperiodic oscillations
can also be found in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) and Figs. 8(a)–8(d).
We do not know the origin of these oscillations but speculate
that it may be related to the short length of the nanowire
(the superconducting part ∼658 nm), which might be treated
as an open and large quantum dot with a small charging
energy.

III. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have measured large zero bias peaks
on the order of 2e2/h in a thin InAs-Al hybrid nanowire
device, using a four-terminal device design. At particular gate
voltage settings, we observe a smooth transition between zero
bias peaks and zero bias dips, driven by a magnetic field.
The zero-bias conductance sticks close to 2e2/h during this
dip-to-peak transition, forming a plateau-like feature. Further
gate scans of these zero bias peaks at finite magnetic field
reveal plateau-like features (with fluctuations) around 2e2/h.
We discuss our data with a possible (not necessary exclusive)
interpretation based on quasi-Majorana zero modes, smooth
potential variation, and disorder. A more conclusive demon-
stration of this interpretation would be a quantized zero bias
peak-to-dip transition tuned by the tunnel gate voltage, which
can build a direct link between the transition and the barrier
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FIG. 10. Device fabrication, measurement set-up and data analysis. Device Fabrication: The InAs nanowires were grown by molecular-
beam epitaxy followed by an in-situ growth of Al film. The nanowires were then transferred from the growth chip to a p-doped Si/SiO2

substrate by wipes of clean room tissues. Part of the Al film was selectively etched using Transene Aluminum Etchant Type D at 50 ◦C for 10
seconds with etch windows patterned by electron-beam lithography (EBL). Electric contacts and side gates were fabricated in another round of
EBL. Before metal deposition, a 40-s-long Argon plasma etching at a power of 50 W and pressure of 0.05 Torr was performed in the load-lock
to ensure Ohmic contacts. Measurement set-up: A total bias voltage Vbias from a DC voltage source is first mixed with a lock-in excitation
voltage into a summing module. This DC + AC voltage signal, after passing through a voltage divider (with R1 : R2 = 1000:1), is applied to
the N1 contact with several filters in between (π filter at room temperature, copper powder filter and RC filter in the mixing chamber). The
current (I and dI) is drained from the S1 contact, also passing through these three-stage filters, to a preamplifier (a current-voltage converter
with an amplification gain of 1 μA/V) and measured using lock-in 1 and a DC voltage meter. In addition, the voltage drop (V and dV ) between
the contacts N2 and S2 is measured using another DC voltage meter (after 100× amplification) and a second lock-in, which is synchronized
with the first one. Therefore, the differential conductance dI/dV is directly calculated by taking dV from lock-in 2, and dI from lock-in 1,
where V can be read directly from the voltage meter between N2 and S2. We use the lock-in X-components in calculating dI/dV for all
data, and if using the R-components, we find dI/dV to be ∼1% higher for conductance near 2e2/h. Therefore, this 1% sets a lower bar of the
measurement uncertainty for conductance near 2e2/h. Gate voltages provided by three voltage sources are applied to corresponding gates, after
passing through the three-stage filters (not shown in the figure). The mixing chamber of the dilution fridge has a base temperature ∼ 20 mK.
Between the room temperature π filters and mixing chamber filters, the fridge lines also have proper thermal anchoring at every stage. Data
Analysis: For all the 2D color maps of dI/dV vs V and B (or gate voltages), a bias offset Voffset (∼50 μV) is estimated and subtracted from V ,
based on the symmetry of each data set, which relies on the particle-hole symmetry of the superconducting gap (see data repository for Voffset

details). For the color-map plots, the dI/dV vs V curves are interpolated on to a regularly spaced V grid. Zero-bias line-cuts in bias scans are
extracted based on the conductance value whose corresponding bias V is the closest to zero.

transmission. All the results in this paper are from a single de-
vice (except for Fig. 21 in Appendix from a different device),
and more devices are needed to fully understand the impact
of the thinner diameter. Future devices could be aiming at
longer, thinner, and more uniform (nontapered) InAs-Al wires
with better gate and dielectric designs to minimize the level
of disorder, which hopefully may lead to better quantization:
more flat and accurate plateaus.

Raw data and processing codes within this paper are avail-
able at Zenodo [57].
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APPENDIX: DEVICE DETAILS, ADDITIONAL
DATA AND ANALYSIS

The Appendix includes Figs. 10–21 that are discussed in
the main text.
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FIG. 11. Device basic characterization. [(a)–(d)] Four additional line cuts from Fig. 1(c) with VTG labeled. (e) Magnetic field dependence
of the hard superconducting gap at VBG = −2.251 V [same with Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 2]. Lower panel, zero-bias line-cut. Right panels, dI/dV
line-cuts at different magnetic fields. The gap remains hard (zero-bias conductance ∼ 0) at finite B (for B < 1.5 T). Note that this B-field range
is also where we observe large zero bias peaks and dips. (f) Same with (e) but at VTG = −3.207 V, which is close to the VTG value of Fig. 2.
Two subgap states detach from the gap edges and anticross at ∼ 1.7 T, resulting in an increase of the zero-bias conductance for B > 1 T. Our
large ZBPs were measured in open regime (finite subgap conductance). To reach tunneling regime, one needs to decrease either VTG or VBG, as
was done in (e) or (f), both showing hard gaps. (g) VTG scan of the superconducting gap for VBG = –8 V, resolving a hard gap (see lower panel
the line-cut). This VTG range is close to VTG values of the large ZBPs. (h) VBG scan of the superconducting gap for VTG = –3 V. (i) VBG scan over
a large voltage range resolves Andreev bound states (ABSs) due to unintentional quantum dots. Lower panels show line-cuts of different ABS
cases (singlet, doublet, and degeneracy) with VBG values labeled above (also indicated by the corresponding color bars in the upper panel).
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FIG. 12. Effect of super gate. [(a),(b)] Super gate voltage (VSG) scan near pinch-off (a) and in open regime (b) with parameters of B,
bias and gate voltages labeled. Vbias is the total bias applied to N1 (see Fig. 1) where, due to offsets from the circuit, dI/dV at Vbias of 0.52
mV and –0.122 mV roughly correspond to GN and zero-bias conductance, respectively. Tunnel gate was unintentionally floated due to a bad
connection, realized after the measurement of this figure (and fixed). The conductance shows little response for VSG scan over large gate
voltage ranges. (c) dI/dV versus V and B, resolving large ZBPs near 2e2/h. Lower panel shows the zero-bias line-cut. (d) Waterfall plot
of all the dI/dV line-traces from (c), red for large ZBPs near 2e2/h. (e) VSG scan of the large ZBP at B = 1 T, over a large gate voltage
range with the zero-bias line-cut shown in the lower panel. (f) All dI/dV line-traces from (e). Based on the unusual VSG dependence of the
device conductance and ZBPs over large super gate voltage ranges (several times larger than the VTG- and VBG ranges shown in the paper), we
concluded that the super gate was not well functional and thus set to 0 V for the rest of the measurements (other figures within this paper).
For this figure, due to noise fluctuations (likely because of the floating of tunnel gate), the dI/dV line-traces show unstable wiggles if plotted
using our standard four-terminal method. To overcome this situation, the bias V in (c)–(f) was calibrated using the traditional two-terminal
formula of V = Vbias − I × Rseries, different from all other figures where V was directly taken from the voltage meter between N2 and S2. Rseries

is estimated to be 19 k�, which shows a good match for the ZBP-width and shape by plotting together with the wiggling line-trace using
four-terminal method. A minimal smoothing is performed for I over three neighboring points. We note the conductance value dI/dV in this
figure is still using the standard four-terminal method without subtracting any series resistance like all other figures.
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FIG. 13. Coarse search of ZBPs. (a) Zero-bias conductance map at B = 0.95 T. This map provides a coarse overview of the gate voltage
parameter space, which serves as a guidance on where to “zoom-in” and search for large ZBPs. As shown in Figs. 5–7, large zero-bias
conductance does not necessary resolve a zero bias peak in bias sweep. (b) An unsuccessful search in the upper left region of the “map” in
(a). The zero-bias line-cut shows three peak features when sweeping VTG. The first peak at VTG ∼ –5.97 V is not a zero bias peak in bias scan
but split peaks. The other two peaks at VTG ∼ –5.84 V and –5.76 V are indeed zero bias peaks. But these two ZBPs (see yellow arrows) are
(1) small in height and (2) not robust in VTG scan and quickly split. These ZBPs, formed by sharp level crossings, are typical Andreev bound
states. (c) Another zoom-in search in the bottom part of (a), showing no robust ZBPs either. The yellow arrow marks a nonrobust ZBP as a
typical Andreev bound state. The large zero-bias conductance (lower panel, between –3 V and –2.8 V) does not show ZBPs in bias sweep.
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FIG. 14. Line-cuts of ZBPs and split peaks at higher B. (a)–(d) correspond to Figs. 2(c), 4(b) 4(d), and 4(f), respectively. The dI/dV
line-traces at higher B values (black curves) show a continuous decrease of zero-bias conductance, which finally leads to peak splittings.
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FIG. 15. More about the numerical theory model. The Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian of the nanowire can be written as HNW =
1
2

∫
dx�†(x)HNW�(x) with HNW describing a one-dimensional semiconductor nanowire coupled to a superconductor: HNW = ( p2

x
2m∗ − μ +

V (x))τz + α

h̄ pxσyτz + Vzσx + 
0τx . px = −ih̄∂x is the momentum, m∗ is the effective mass, μ is the chemical potential, V (x) is the electrostatic
potential along the nanowire, α is the spin-orbit coupling strength, Vz is the Zeeman field, and 
0 is the proximity-induced superconducting gap.
σi and τi (i = x, y, z) are Pauli matrices acting on spin and particle-hole space, respectively. An infinitesimal dissipation term i� is also added in
the Hamiltonian in order to smooth the conductance. The Nambu spinor basis is chosen as �(x) = (ψ↑(x), ψ↓(x), ψ†

↓(x),−ψ†
↑(x))T . We chose

the parameters as m∗ = 0.05 me, α = 30 meVnm, 
0 = 0.25 meV, μ = 2 meV. We use a triangle shape potential V (x), see the black curve in
(a), middle panel (in Fig. 3, the potential has a tilted line shape). The energy spectrum of this nanowire is given in (b). Below the topological
phase transition point (Vz ∼ 2 meV), a near-zero-energy state already appears as quasi-MZMs whose wavefunctions at Vz = 1.3 meV are shown
in the lower panel of (a). Next we use a software package Kwant to calculate the conductance. We attach a lead to the left end of the nanowire
and apply a bias voltage. A very narrow tunnel barrier with height Vb is also added between the lead and the nanowire, as shown by the vertical
line in the middle panel of (a). Vb is larger than the shown range in the middle panel of (a) due to limited space [same for Fig. 3(a)]. We further
assume that Vb is Vz dependent, which first slightly drops for a certain value and then increases with Vz as shown in (c). The calculated dI/dV
vs bias voltage E and Vz is shown in (c) (middle panel). The zero-bias line-cut [lower panel (c)] shows a 2e2/h quantized plateau in a Vz range
labeled by the blue and red lines. dI/dV line-traces within this Vz range are plotted in (d) showing the dip-to-peak transition. For higher Vz,
the zero-bias conductance starts to oscillate [also shown in Fig. 3(c)], due to overlapping of MZMs. These ZBPs (at high Vz) have very narrow
peak width, which could easily be smoothed by thermal broadening (thus height drops below 2e2/h) in realistic situation with finite device
temperature.
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FIG. 16. Additional B scans of ZBPs at various gate voltage settings (labeled in each panel). Lower panels show the zero-bias line-cuts.
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FIG. 17. Additional line-cuts of Fig. 5. (a) and (d) same as Figs. 5(a) and 5(d). [(b),(c)] and [(e),(f)] show more horizontal/vertical line-cuts
in (a) and (d), respectively. The gate voltages and magnetic fields are labeled in each panel, also indicated by the dashed lines in the right
panels of (a) and (d). The B-scan plateau in the middle panel of (b) shares almost the same gate voltage settings with Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) whose
zero-bias line-cut shows similar plateau feature. The small plateau at 2e2/h near zero B in the lower panel of (b) is likely not a ZBP based
on the bias scan in Fig. 5(c). Another B-scan plateau in the lower panel of (e) have gate voltage settings very close to Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) and
Fig. 7 (the first panel). As for the plateau above 2e2/h in the middle panel of (e), we do not have the bias scan data near this parameter space
and therefore could not identify it as ZBPs or non-ZBPs. The middle panel in (f) corresponds to Fig. 6(d) with the same VBG and B.
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FIG. 18. Additional gate scans of ZBPs at B = 1 T. [(a)–(c)] VBG scans of the ZBP at different tunnel gate voltages labeled in each panel.
Zero-bias line-cuts are shown in the lower panels. [(d)–(f)] VTG scans of ZBPs at different back gate voltages labeled in each panel. Zero-bias
line-cuts are shown in the lower panels. The zero-bias line-cut in (f) may possibly be argued as a plateau-like feature near 0.8 × 2e2/h. Its
back gate voltage corresponds to a horizontal line-cut near the edge of the red islands in Fig. 7(a), if assuming no gate voltage drift in between,
while (d) and (e) correspond to line-cuts across the red islands. Therefore, we think (f) is an intermediate case (transition or crossover) from
plateau-like to nonplateau situation. This also suggests that to fully establish MZM or quasi-MZM quantization with reasonably good quality,
more efforts are needed, e.g., by minimizing disorder and observing more flat and accurate plateaus or providing additional experimental
signatures (e.g., dip-to-peak transition).
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FIG. 19. Additional line-cuts of the zero bias map at 1 T and 0.8 T. (a) and (d) are same as Fig. 6(b) [Fig. 7(a)] and Fig. 8(c). (b) and
(c) show the horizontal and vertical line-cuts from (a) (see corresponding dashed lines). (e) and (f) show the horizontal and vertical line-cuts
from (d) (see corresponding dashed lines).
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FIG. 20. (a) All the line-cuts from Fig. 8(d) within the VBG range from –2.238 V to –2.046 V. (b) All the line-cuts from Fig. 8(f) within the
VTG range from –3.642 V to –3.342 V.
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FIG. 21. Zero bias dip and dip-to-peak transition near 2e2/h in a second device. The device details can be found in Ref. [51]. (a), (c), and
(e) are the magnetic field and gate scans with the zero-bias line cuts shown in the lower panels. (b), (d), and (f) are the corresponding waterfall
plots. Blue and red are used to indicate the zero bias dips and peaks near 2e2/h. The pink background indicates the 10% tolerance bar, i.e.,
from 0.9 to 1.1 of 2e2/h. For the black curves, every other line cut is shown for clarity.
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